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Common american slang words pdf download pc windows 10 crack
(online gaming) WTTWant to trade? For example, online gamers are likely to use text abbreviations not used by a financial blogger. FAQFrequently asked questions FAY*Freak* all you FBFacebook FBBMeaning "Facebook buddy" FBCFacebook chat FBFFlashback Friday FBFMeaning "Facebook friend" FBFFat boy food (e.g. pizza, burgers, fries)
FBFRFaceBook friend FBMFine by me FBOFacebook official (An official update from Facebook) FBOWFor better or worse FCFingers crossed FCFull card (online gaming) FC'INGOFor crying out loud FCOLFor crying out loud FeelsbadmanA social meme that means to feel negative. DAFUQ(What) the *Freak*? DV8Deviate DWDear (or Darling) wife
DWBHDon’t Worry, Be Happy DWFDivorced white female DWHDuring Work Hours DWMDivorced white male DXNRYDictionary DYFIDid you find it? YTBYou're the best YTBYouth talk back YTGYou're the greatest YTTLYou take too long YWYou're welcome YWHNBYes, we have no bananas YWHOLYelling "woohoo" out loud YWSYLSYou win some, you
lose some YYSSWYeah, yeah, sure, sure, whatever "Z" Text Message & Chat Abbreviations ZZero ZZs are calling (meaning going to bed/sleep) ZMeaning "Said" Z%Zoo ZHZero hour, sleeping hour ZOMGUsed in World of Warcraft to mean OMG (Oh My God) ZOTZero tolerance ZUPMeaning "What's up?" ZZZZSleeping (or bored) What was the first
text message ever sent? 2. Could mean friends. DAMeaning "The" DAEDoes anyone else? It read: “Merry Christmas” and this single text message revolutionized the way we communicate. WUTMeaning "what" WUU2What are you up to? DEGTDear (or Darling) daughter DERPMeaning stupid or silly DFDon't even go there DFLDead *freaking* last
(online gaming) DGADon't go anywhere DGAFDon't give a *freak* DGTDon't go there DGTGDon't go there, girlfriend DGYFDang, girl you fine DHDear (or Darling) husband DHUDinosaur hugs (used to show support) DIIKDarned if I know DIKUDo I know you? To keep this guide user-friendly for all ages, some inappropriate words have been edited to
include an alternate meaning. RWReal world RXRegards RXMeaning drugs or prescriptions RYBRead your Bible RYORoll your own RYSRead your screen RYSAre you single? Pricing is based on the number of devices covered and is billed per year. DYFMDude, you fascinate me DYJHIWDon't you just hate it when...? CTHUCracking the *heck* up
CTNCan't talk now CTOCheck this out CTRClick Through Rate CUSee you too CUSee you CU2See you CUASee you around CULSee you later CUL8RSee you later CULASee you later alligator CUMIDSee you in my dreams CURLOSee you around like a donut CWDComment when done CWOTComplete waste of time CWYLChat with you later
CXMeaning "Correction" CXCustomer Experience CYASee you CYAL8RSee you later CYECheck your e-mail CYEPClose your eyes partner (online gaming) CYOSee you online "D" Text Message & Chat Abbreviations D/LDownload d00dDude D2Dedos / fingers (Spanish SMS) D46?Down for sex? WTBWant to buy (online gaming) WTFWhat the *freak* ?
WTGWay to go WTGPWant to go private (talk out of public chat area) WTHWhat the heck? RUOKAre you okay? AYTMTBAnd you're telling me this because AYVAre you vertical? What did you say?" ?I have a question ?I don't understand what you mean ?4UI have a question for you .02My (or your) two cents worth @TEOTDAt the end of the day
*s*Meaning "smile" *w*Meaning "wink" ^^Meaning "read line" or "read message" above ^5High-five ^URSUp yours Meaning "broken heart" Meaning "sideways heart" (love, friendship) Meaning "heart or love" (more 3s is a bigger heart) 10MTen man as in ten man squad in online gaming 10QThank you 10XThanks 121One-to-one (private chat
initiation) 1337Leet, meaning 'elite' 143I love you 1432I love you too 14AA41One for all, and all for one 182I hate you 19Zero hand (cribbage) 1CEOnce 1DRI wonder 1NAMOne in a million 1TG, 2TG1 to go or 2 to go. CFYCalling for you CHKCheck CIAOGood-bye (Italian word) CICOCoffee in, coffee out CIDCrying in disgrace CIDConsider it done
CLABCrying like a baby CLDCould CLKClick CMCall me CMAPCover my *a* partner (online gaming) CMBCall me back CMGRMeaning "Community manager" CMIIWCorrect me if I'm wrong CMONCome on CMSContent Management System CNPContinued (in) next post COBClose of business COHCity of Heroes (online gaming) COSBecause CPChat
post (or continue in IM) CPCCost Per Click CPMCost Per Mile (Used for ad impressions) CRConversion Rate CR8Create CRA CRASlang term meaning "crazy" CRAFTCan't remember a *freaking* thing CrayMeaning crazy CRBCome right back CRBTCrying really big tears CRE8Create CRITMeaning "critical hit" (online gaming) CRSCan't remember
*stuff* CRZCrazy CSCareer Suicide CSGChuckle, snicker, grin CSLCan't stop laughing CSSCounter-Strike Source (online gaming) CTCan't talk CTACall To Action CTCCare to chat? (Artist Donald Judd, who was known to do things in his own compulsive way.) WWNCWill wonders never cease WWYCWrite when you can WYCMWill you call me? Submit
an Online Chat Abbreviation Did we miss one? FeelsbatmanA social meme taking "feelsbadman" to the extreme. ILBL8I'll be late ILUI love you ILUMI love you man ILYI love you ILYSMI love you so much IMInstant message IMAOIn my arrogant opinion IMHOIn my humble opinion ImL(in Arial font) Means I love you (a way of using the American sign
language in text) IMNSHOIn my not so humble opinion IMOIn my opinion IMSI am sorry IMSBI am so bored IMTMI am the man IMUI miss u (you) INALI'm not a lawyer INCMeaning "incoming" (online gaming) InspooInspiration INVMeaning "Invite" IOInsertion Order (marketing lingo) IOMHIn over my head IOWIn other words IRLIn real life IRMCI
rest my case ISLYI still love you ISOIn search of ISPInternet Service Provider ISTGI Swear To God ITAMIt's The Accounting, Man (financial blogs) ITTIn This Thread ITYKI thought you knew IU2UIt’s Up To You IUSSIf you say so IWALUI will always love you IWAWOI want a way out IWIAMIdiot wrapped in a moron IWNDWYTI Will Not Drink With You
Today (Reddit slang) IWSNI want sex now IYKWIMIf you know what I mean IYOIn your opinion IYQMeaning "I like you" IYSSIf you say so "J" Text Message & Chat Abbreviations j00You j00rYour JACJust a second JAMJust a minute JASJust a second JC (J/C)Just checking JDIJust do it JELLYMeaning "jealous" JFFJust for fun JFGIJust *freaking* Google it
JICJust in case JJ (J/J)Just joking JJAJust joking around JK (J/K)Just kidding JLMKJust let me know JMOJust my opinion JPJust playing JPJackpot (online gaming, bingo games) JT (J/T)Just teasing JTLYKJust to let you know JVJoint venture JWJust wondering "K" Text Message & Chat Abbreviations KOkay k/bKeyboard K8TKatie KBKeyboard KBKick butt
(online gaming) KDFUMeans Cracking (K) the (D as in Da) *freak* up KEWLCool KEYAI will key you later KEYMEKey me when you get in KFYKiss for you KIAKnow it all KIRKeep it real KISSKeep it simple, stupid KITKeep in touch KKKnock, knock KKOkay, Okay! KMAKiss my *a* KMKKiss my keister KMSKilling myself KMTKiss my tushie KNIMKnow
what I mean? IKR means I know, right. 4. ESET has a freemium plan and a premium plan that is billed per year per device. Note: The list below contains affiliate links. LMFAO means Laughing my freaking *a* off. (Used with photo or gif) HLHalf Life (online gaming) HLAHola / hello (Spanish SMS) HMBHit Me Back HMUHit me up HNL(w)Hole
'nother level HOASHold on a second HPHit points / Health points (online gaming) HRUHow are you? DYKDid You Know DYNWUTBDo you know what you are talking about? NO1No one NOOBMeaning someone who is bad at (online) games NOWLMeaning "knowledge" NOYBNone of your business NPNo problem NPCNon-playing character (online
gaming) NQTNewly qualified teacher NRNice roll (online gaming) NRNNo response/reply necessary NSNice score (online gaming) NSNice split (online gaming) NSANo strings attached NSFLNot safe for life NSFWNot safe for work NSISRNot sure if spelled right NTNice try NTHNice To Have NTHINGNothing (SMS) NTSNote to self NVMNever mind
NVRNever NWNo way NWONo way out "O" Text Message & Chat Abbreviations OOpponent (online gaming) OMeaning "hugs" OOver O4UOnly for you OAOnline auctions (see more auction abbreviations) OANOn Another Note OATUSOn a totally unrelated subject OBOh baby OBOh brother OBVObviously OCOriginal Content OFCOf course
OGOriginal gangster OGIMOh God, it's Monday OHOverheard OHHEMMGEEMeaning "Oh My God" (alternate of OMG) OIOperator indisposed OIBOh, I'm back OICOh, I see OJOnly joking OLOld lady OLLOnline love OMOld man OMOh, my OMAAOh, my aching *A* (butt) OMDBOver my dead body OMFGOh my *freaking* God omfglmaobbqrofl"
"copterissoh my *freaking* god, laugh my *a* off, owned, roll on floor spinning around I'm so sad OMGOh my God OMGOh my gosh OMGYG2BKOh my God, you got to be kidding OMGYSOh my gosh you suck OMLOh My Lord OMSOn my soul (meaning "promise") OMWOn my way ONLOnline OOOver and out OOCOut of character OOHOut of here
OOMFOne of my followers OOOOut Of Office OOTDOne of these days OOTDOutfit of the day (Instagram) OOTOOut of the office OPOn phone OPOriginal Poster (Reddit slang) ORLYOh really? URYou are / You're UR2YS4MEYou are too wise for me URA*You are a star URHYou are hot (U R Hot) URLUniform resource locator (the website address)
URSKTMYou are so kind to me URTMYou are the man URWYou are welcome USBCAUntil something better comes along USUUsually UTUnreal Tournament (online gaming) UT2LYou take too long UTMYou tell me UVUnpleasant visual UVUnique Views (Number of page visitors) UWYou're welcome UXUser experience "V" Text Message & Chat
Abbreviations VVery V/RVery Respectfully VATValue added tax VBLVisible bra line VBSVery big smile VCVoice chat VEGVery evil grin VFFVery freaking funny VFMValue for money VGCVery good condition VGGVery good game (online gaming) VGHVery good hand (online gaming) VINVehicle Identification Number VIPVery important person VMVoice
mail VNVery nice VNHVery nice hand (online gaming) VoIPVoice over Internet Protocol (definition) VRYVery VSCVery soft chuckle VSFVery sad face VWDVery well done (online gaming) VWPVery well played (online gaming) "W" Text Message & Chat Abbreviations W@What? FeelsgoodmanA social meme that means to feel positive. Click here.
WTFEWhat the *freak* ever WTFOWhat the *freak* ?, over. With the popularity and rise in the use of online text-based communications in the late ’90s and early ’00s came the emergence of a new texting language, tailored to the immediacy communication media. From A3 to ZZZ we list 1,697 SMS, online chat, and text abbreviations to help you
translate and understand today’s texting lingo, including the top 10 most frequently used. (SMS) WAN2TLKWant to talk WAREZMeaning pirated (illegally gained) software WASWait a second WASWild *a* guess WATWhat WAWAWhere are we at? It offers ways to prevent and monitor a child’s internet behaviors. HFHave fun HFACHoly flipping animal
crackers HHISHead hanging in shame HIFWHow I felt when... UGCUser Generated Content UGTBKYou've got to be kidding UHGTBSMYou have got to be s#$t*ing me! UIUser Interface UKTRYou know that's right ULUpload UN4TUN8Unfortunate UNAUse no acronyms UNBLEFBLEUnbelievable UNCRTNUncertain UNPCUn- (not) politically correct
UOK(Are) You ok? KNOWMeaning "knowledge" KOCKiss on cheek KOLKey opinion leader KoreabooSomeone obsessed with Korean culture KOSKid over shoulder KOSKill on sight (online gaming) KOTCKiss on the cheek KOTDKicks of the day (Instagram) KOTLKiss on the lips KOWKnock on wood KPCKeeping parents clueless KPIKey Performance
Indicator KSKill then steal (online gaming) KSCKind (of) sort (of) chuckle KTKatie KUTGWKeep up the good work KYSKill yourself "L" Text Message & Chat Abbreviations L2GLike to go? Most people will only know a dozen or so general text abbreviations and a few more that are used by people with similar interests online. GASGreetings and
salutations GBGoodbye GBTWGet back to work GBUGod bless you GDGood GD/RGrinning, ducking, and running GDRGrinning, ducking, and running GFGirl friend GFIGo for it GFNGone for now GGGotta Go GGGood Game (online gaming) GGBrother (Mandarin Chinese txt msgs) GGAGood game, all (online gaming) GGE1Good game, everyone (online
gaming) GGMSOTGotta get me some of that GGOHGotta Get Outa Here GGPGot to go pee GGU2Good game, you too GHGood hand (online gaming) GIARGive it a rest GICGift in crib (online gaming) GIFGraphics Interchange Format (Image File) GIGOGarbage in, garbage out GIRLGuy in real life GJGood job GLGood luck GL/HFGood luck, have fun
(online gaming) GL2UGood luck to you (online gaming) GLAGood luck all (online gaming) GLEGood luck everyone (online gaming) GLE1Good luck everyone (online gaming) GLNGGood luck next game (online gaming) GMBAGiggling my butt off GMTAGreat minds think alike GMVGot my vote GNGood night GNAGood night all GNE1Good night
everyone GNIGHTGood night GNITEGood night GNSDGood night, sweet dreams GOATGreatest of all Time(s) GOIGet over it GOLGiggling out loud GOMBGet off my back GPOYGratuitous picture of yourself GR&DGrinning, running and ducking GR8Great GRASGenerally Recognized As Safe GRATZCongratulations GRLGirl GRWGGet right with God
GSGood shot GSGood split (online gaming) GTGood try GTFOGet the *freak* out GTFOHGet the *freak* outta here GTGGot to go; Good to Go GTMGiggling to myself GTRGot To Run GTRMGoing to read mail GTSYGreat (or good) to see you GUCCIGood GUDGood GWHTLCGlad we had this little chat "H" Text Message & Chat Abbreviations HHug HBDAYHappy Birthday H-FDAYHappy Father's Day H-MDAYHappy Mother's Day H&KHugs & kisses H2CUSHope to see you soon H8Hate H8TTUHate to be you HAG1Have a good one HAGNHave a good night HAGOHave a good one HAKHug and kiss HAKHugs And Kisses HALPHelp (Discord) HANDHave a nice day HAUHow about you? RUTAre u
(you) there? WTSWant to sell? Pricing is billed per year and can protect up to 20 devices. WH5Who, what, when, where, why WHATEVESWhatever WIBNIWouldn't it be nice if WIIFMWhat's in it for me? WISPWinning is so pleasurable WITPWhat is the point? YDYesterday YEETMeaning excitement, approval or display of energy (i.e. throwing
something) YFWife YGYoung gentleman YGGYou go girl YGMYou Get Me YGTBKMYou've got to be kidding me YGTIYou Get The Idea YGTRYou got that right YHBTYou have been trolled YHBWYou have been warned YHLYou have lost YIUYes, I understand YKWYou know what YKWYCDYou know what you can do YLYoung lady YMMVYour mileage may
vary YNKYou never know YOLOYou only live once YPYes, Please YRYour YRYeah right YRYOCCYou're running your own cuckoo clock YSICYour sister in Christ YSKYou Should Know YSYDYeah sure you do YTYouTube YTYou there? (online gaming) WUWhat's up? AYSOSAre you stupid or something? WTMWho's the man? DYORDo your own research
(common stock market chat slang) "E" Text Message & Chat Abbreviations EEcstasy EEnemy (online gaming) E1Everyone E123Easy as one, two, three E2EGEar to ear grin EAKEating at keyboard EBKACError between keyboard and chair EDErase display EF4TEffort EGEvil grin EIEat it EIPEditing in progress ELI5Explain like I'm 5 EME-mail
(Twitter slang) EMAE-mail address (Twitter slang) EMBARMeaning "Embarassing" EMFBIExcuse me for butting in EMFBIExcuse me for jumping in EMSGE-mail message ENUFEnough EODEnd of day EODEnd of discussion EOLEnd of lecture EOLEnd of life EOMEnd of message EOSEnd of show EOTEnd of transmission EQEverQuest (online gaming)
ERPMeaning "Erotic Role-Play" (online gaming) ERS2Eres tz / are you (Spanish SMS) ESErase screen ESADEat *S* and die! ESPEmail Service Provider ETAEstimated time (of) arrival ETAEdited to add EVAEver EVOEvolution EWGEvil wicked grin (in fun, teasing) EWIEmailing while intoxicated EXTRAMeaning over the top EYCExcitable, yet calm
EZEasy EZYEasy "F" Text Message & Chat Abbreviations FMeaning female F2FFace to face F2PFree to play (online gaming) F4FFollow for follow (Instagram) FAAKFalling asleep at keyboard FABFabulous FacepalmUsed to represent the gesture of "smacking your forehead with your palm" to express embarrassment or frustration FAFFunny as
*freak* FAMFFamily, but not limited to actual family members. OFC means Of course. RUMOFAre you male or female? DISDid I say? Meaning number of items needed for win (online bingo) 1UPMeaning extra life (online gaming) 2Meaning "to" in SMS 20Meaning "location" (trucking lingo) 2BTo be 2EZToo easy 2G2BTToo good to be true 2M2HToo
much too handle 2MIToo much information 2MORTomorrow 2MOROTomorrow 2N8Tonight 2NTETonight 4Short for "for" in SMS 404I don't know 411Meaning "information" 420Lets get high 420Meaning "Marijuana" 459Means I love you (ILY is 459 using keypad numbers) 4AOFor adults only 4COLFor crying out loud 4EAEForever and ever
4EVAForever 4NRForeigner 4SALEFor sale 511Too much information (more than 411) 555Sobbing, crying. AYTAre you there? Norton Family Norton Family provides parents the information needed to keep their children safe and focused while online. Recommended Reading: Looking for Smiley Face and emoticon meanings? WEWhatever
WEBOWebopedia WEEBODescribes a person obsessed with of Japanese culture WEPWeapon (online gaming) WFHWork From Home WGACAWhat do you think? WBWelcome back WBSWrite back soon WBUWhat about you? WRU@Where are you at? Meaning wife or partner SYLSee you later SYSSee you soon SYYShut your yapper "T" Text Message &
Chat Abbreviations T:)TThink happy thoughts T+Think positive T4BUThanks for being you TAThanks a lot TAFNThat's all for now TAMTomorro a.m. TANKMeaning really strong TANKEDMeaning "owned" TANKINGMeaning "owning" TARFUThings Are Really *fouled* Up. TAUThinking about u (you) TAUMUALUThinking about you miss you always
love you TBATo Be Announced TBAGProcess of disgracing a corpse, taunting a fragged/killed player (online gaming) TBBHTo be brutally honest TBCTo be continued TBDTo be determined TBHTo be honest TBLText back later TBTThrowback Thursday (Twitter slang) TCTake care TCBTake care of business TCOYTake care of yourself TDTower defense
(online gaming) TD2MTalk dirty to me TDTMTalk dirty to me TEAMeaning gossip TFFToo *freaking* funny TFSThanks for sharing TFTFThanks for the follow (Twitter slang) TFTIThanks for the invitation TFTTThanks for this tweet (Twitter slang) TFWThat Feeling When TGThank goodness TGIFThank God it's Friday THNQThank-you (SMS)
THNXThanks THOTThat wh*re over there THTThink happy thoughts THXThanks TIAThanks in advance TIADTomorrow is another day TICTongue-in-cheek TILToday I learned TILISTell it like it is TIMETears In My Eyes TIRTeacher in room TLToo long TL;DRToo long; didn't read TLK2UL8RTalk to you later TMTrust me TMATake my advice TMBText
me back TMBTweet me back (Twitter slang) TMIToo much information TMOTTrust me on this TMRWTomorrow TMTHToo much to handle TMWFITake my word for it TMYLTell me your location TNSTAAFLThere's no such thing as a free lunch TNTTil next time TNTLTrying Not To Laugh TOJTears of joy TOSTerms of service TOTESTotally
TOUThinking of you TOYThinking of you TPMTomorrow p.m. TPTBThe powers that be TQTe quiero / I love you (Spanish SMS) TSHTripping so hard TSLTransport Layer Security TSNFThat's so not fair TSTBThe sooner, the better TTTrending topic (Twitter slang) TTFNTa ta for now TTGTime to go TTLYTotally TTPTo The Point TTTTThese things take
time TTULTalk to you later TTYAFNTalk to you awhile from now TTYLTalk to you later TTYSTalk to you soon TUThank you TUITurning you in TURNTMeaning excitement, turned up TWSSThat's what she said TXThanks TYThank you TYAFYThank you and *freak* you TYFCThank you for charity (online gaming) TYFYCThank you for your comment
TYSTold you so TYSOThank you so much TYTTake your time TYVMThank you very much "U" Text Message & Chat Abbreviations U-LMeaning "You will" UCMUYou crack me up UDIUnidentified drinking injury (meaning bruise, scratch, ache and so on) UDMU (You) da (the) man UDSUgly domestic scene UFBUn *freaking* believable UFNUntil further
notice UFWMYou *freaking* with me? OSOperating system OTOff topic (discussion forums) OTOff Topic OTBOff to bed OTFLOn the floor laughing OTLOut to lunch OTOHOn the other hand OTPOn the phone OTPOne true pairing; two people you would love to see as a couple OTTOver the top OTTOMHOff the top of my head OTWOff to work OVAOver
OYOOn your own "P" Text Message & Chat Abbreviations PPartner (online gaming) P2PParent to parent P2PPeer to peer P2PPay to play (online gaming) P911Parents coming into room alert PAPPost a picture PATMeaning "patrol" (online gaming) PAWParents are watching PBOOKPhonebook (e-mail) PCPlayer character (online gaming) PCMPlease
call me PDAPersonal display (of) affection PDHPretty darn happy PDQPretty darn quick PDSPlease don't shoot PEEPSPeople PFTPretty *freaking* tight PICPicture PINPersonal Identification Number PIPPeeing in pants (laughing hard) PIRParents in room PISSPut in some sugar PITAPain in the *butt* PKIPublic Key Infrastructure PKMNPokemon
(online gaming) PL8Plate PLDPlayed PLMKPlease let me know PLSPlease PLUPeople like us PLZPlease PLZTLMEPlease tell me PMPrivate Message PMFIPardon me for interrupting PMFJIPardon me for jumping in PMSLPee myself laughing POAHFPut on a happy face POIDHPicture, or it didn't happen POSParent over shoulder POTMeaning "potion"
(online gaming) POTDPhoto of the day (Instagram) POVPoint of view POVPrivately owned vehicle (originally used to differentiate an individual's vehicle from a military vehicle) PPProfile Picture PPLPeople PPUPending pick-up PRPage Rank; Public Relations PRESHPrecious PROBSProbably PROGGYMeaning computer program PROLLYProbably
PRONMeaning pornography PRTParty PRTPlease Retweet (Twitter slang) PRWPeople/parents are watching PSAPublic Service Announcement PSOSParent standing over shoulder PSPPlaystation Portable PSTPlease send tell (online gaming) PTBPlease Text Back PTFOPass the *freak* out PTIYPASIPut that in your pipe and smoke it PTLPraise the Lord
PTMMPlease tell me more PTOPaid time off PTOPersonal time off PTOParent Teacher Organization PUThat stinks! PUGPick up group (online gaming) PUKSPick up kids (SMS) PVPage Views PVEPlayer vs enemy, Player versus environment (online gaming) PVPPlayer versus player (online gaming) PWNMeaning "own" PXTPlease explain that PYTPretty
young thing PZPeace PZAPizza "Q" Text Message & Chat Abbreviations QQueue Q4U(I have a) question for you QCQuality control QFEQuestion for everyone QFIQuoted for idiocy QFIQuoted for irony QFTQuoted for truth QIKQuick QLQuit laughing QOTDQuote of the day QQQuick question QQ (qq) (Q_Q)Meaning "crying eyes" QSLReply
QSOConversation QTCutie QTPICutie pie "R" Text Message & Chat Abbreviations RMeaning "are" R8Rate (SMS) RAKRandom Act (of) Kindness RBAYRight back at you RFNRight *freaking* now RGRRoger (I agree, I understand) RHIPRank has its privileges RIPRest in peace RLReal life RLYReally RMERolling my eyes RMLBRead my lips baby
RMMMRead my mail man RNRight Now ROFLRolling on floor laughing ROFLCOPTERRolling on floor laughing and spinning around ROFLMAORolling on the floor, laughing my *butt* off ROIReturn on Investment ROTFLRolling on the floor laughing ROTFLUTSRolling on the floor laughing unable to speak RSRunescape (online gaming) RSNReal soon
now RSSRich Site Summary RTRoger that RTRetweet (Twitter slang) RTReal Time RTBSReason to be single RTDReal Time Data RTFMRead the *freaking* manual RTFQRead the *freaking* question RTHXMeaning "Thanks for the RT (Retweet)" (Twitter slang) RTMSRead the manual, stupid RTNTNRetention (email, Government) RTRCTVRetroactive
(email, Government) RTRMTRetirement (email, Government) RTSMRead the stupid manual RTWFQRead the whole *freaking* question RUAre you? LMK means Let me know. TEXTMEANING ;SGentle warning, like "Hmm? WAYFWhere are you from? Features include scheduling screen time for each device, locking all devices instantly, tracking a
child’s location, and blocking social media and websites by category. ILY means I love you. The world’s first text message was sent from a computer to a cellphone by British engineer, Neil Papworth on December 03, 1992. MOSMother over shoulder MOSSMember of same sex MPMana points (online gaming) MR.(number)Meaning "child and his age".
L2G(would) Love to go L2KLike to come L2PLearn to play l33tLeet, meaning 'elite' L4LLike for like (Instagram) L8RLater L8RG8RLater, gator LABLife's a *b* LBAYLaughing back at you LBSLaughing, but serious LBVSLaughing, but very serious LBVSLaughing But Very Serious LDLater, dude LDLong distance LDOLike, duh obviously LEMENOLet me
know LERKLeaving easy reach of keyboard LFDLeft for day LFGLooking for group (online gaming) LFGLooking for guard (online gaming) LFMLooking for more (online gaming) LGHLets get high LH6Lets have sex LHMLord help me LHOLaughing head off LHSXLets have sex LILinkedIn LICLike I care LIKMeaning liquor LIMTLaugh in my tummy
LITMeaning really good or something fun and exciting LITExtremely intoxicated LLGBLove, later, God bless LLSLaughing like *silly* LMAOLaughing my *a* off LMBOLaughing my butt off LMFAOLaughing my freaking *a* off LMIRLLets meet in real life LMKLet me know LMMFAOLaughing my mother freaking a** off LMNKLeave my name out
LMSLike my status (Facebook) LNTMeaning lost in translation LOAList of acronyms LOLLaughing out loud LOLLaugh out loud LOLLots of love LOLHLaughing out loud hysterically LOLOLots of love LOLWTFLaughing out loud (saying) "What the *freak*?" LOTILaughing on the inside LOTRLord of The Rings (online gaming) LQTMLaughing quietly to
myself LSHMBHLaugh so hard my belly hurts LSVLanguage, sex and violence LTDLiving the dream LTKLike To Know LTLWDLSLet's twist like we did last summer LTNSLong time no see LTODLaptop of death LTSLaughing to self LULTLove you long time LULZMeaning joke, or for laughs LVMLeft voice mail LWOSLaughing without smiling LYLove ya
LYLASLove you like a sis LYLCLove you like crazy LYSMLove you so much "M" Text Message & Chat Abbreviations M$Microsoft M8Mate MBMamma's boy MBSMom behind shoulder MCMerry Christmas MCMMan Crush Monday MDIACMy Dad is a cop MEGOMy eyes glaze over MEHMeaning a "shrug" or shrugging shoulders MEHMeaning a "so-so"
or "just okay" MEHHMeaning a "sigh" or sighing MEZMeaning "mesmerize" (online gaming) MFIMad for it MFWMy face when... This mobile-only solution lets parents limit device access, block harmful apps and games, get alerts when their children enter or leave a specific location, and view contact lists, call records, and SMS messages. WITWWhat
in the world WIUWrap it up WKWeek WKDWeekend WLWhatta loser WOAWork of Art WOKESlang for people who are aware of current social issues, and politics WOMWord of Mouth WOMBATWaste of money, brains and time WOWWorld of Warcraft (online gaming) WRKWork WRTWith regard to WRUWhere are you? DITYIDDid I tell you I'm
distressed? Today, text and chat abbreviations are used in many online communications including Twitter, instant messaging, email, Discord, and in online games to name a few places. This references the DC super hero Batmanbecause he witnessed the murder of his parents. YASMeaning "praise" YBICYour brother in Christ YBSYou'll be sorry
YCDBWYCIDYou can't do business when your computer is down YCHTYou can have them YCLIUYou can look it up YCMUYou crack me up YCTMeaning Your comment to? These words are marked with * around the word which has been switched (e.g. *freak*). WYDWhat (are) you doing? Related Webopedia Chat Guides To keep our chat guide userfriendly for all ages, some inappropriate words have been edited to include an alternate meaning. It provides parents with the tools to control what their children are doing on the internet and who they’re interacting with by raising red flags. FIOSFiber Optic Service FISHFirst in, still here FITBFill in the blank FML*Freak* My Life FOAD*Freak* off
and die FOAFFriend of a friend FOMCFalling off my chair FOMCLFalling off my chair laughing FOMOFear of missing out (definition) FRTFor real though FTBOMHFrom the bottom of my heart FTFYFixed that for you FTLFor the loss FTWFor the win FU*Freak* you FUBARFouled up beyond all recognition FUBBFouled up beyond belief FUDFace up
deal (online gaming) FUTABFeet up, take a break FWForward FWBFriend with benefits FWIWFor what it's worth FWMFine with me FWPFirst world problems FYAFor your amusement FYEFire, something that is cool FYEOFor your eyes only FYIFor your information FYPFor You Page; For Your Page "G" Text Message & Chat Abbreviations GGrin
GGiggle G/FGirlfriend G+Google+ G2CUGood to see you G2GGot to go G2GICYAL8ERGot to go I'll see you later G2RGot to run G2TUGot to tell u (you) G4CGoing for coffee G9Genius GAGo ahead GAGoogle Analytics GACGet a clue GAFCGet a *freaking* clue GALGet a life GANKMeaning a player ambush or unfair player kill (online gaming) GASGot a
second? If you have a comment about this page or would like to suggest a chat abbreviation for inclusion, please connect with us on Twitter or Facebook and send a message! You can also email Webopedia’s editor. WUWWhat u (you) want? "S" Text Message & Chat Abbreviations S'OKMeaning It' (s) okay (ok) S2RSend to receive (meaning send me
your picture to get mine) S2SSorry to say S4LSpam for life SaaSSoftware As A Service SALSuch a laugh SATSorry about that SAVAGESlang for a shockingly careless expression or response to an event or message SBSnap back (Snapchat) SBShould be SBSmiling back SBIAMeaning Standing back in amazement SBTSorry 'bout that SCStay cool
SDSweet dreams SDMBSweet dreams, my baby SELFIEA photo that is taken of oneself for social media sharing (definition) SEMSearch Engine Marketing SENPAIMeaning someone older than you, someone you look up to SEOSearch engine optimization SERPSearch Engine Results Page SETESmiling Ear-to-Ear SFAIKSo far as I know SFLRSorry For
(the) Late Reply SFWSafe For Work SGSounds Good SHSame here SH^Shut up SHIDSlapping head in disgust SHIPSlang for "wishing two people were in a relationship" SICNRSorry, I could not resist SIG2RSorry, I got to run SIHTHStupidity is hard to take SIMYCSorry I missed your call SIRStrike it rich SISSnickering in silence SISMeaning sister
SITStay in touch SITDStill in the dark SJWSocial justice warrior SK8Skate SK8NGSkating SK8RSkater SK8RBOISkater Boy SLAPSounds like a plan SlayTo succeed at something SMSocial media SMARTSpecific, measurable, attainable, realistic, time SMAZEDSmoky haze (marijuana stoned) SMBSmall to midsize business SMEXICombination of sexy
and Mexican, used to describe attractive people SMHShaking my head SMHIDScratching my head in disbelief SMMSocial Media Marketing SMOSocial Media Optimization SMPSocial Media Platform SMSShort Message Service (Text Message) SNAFUSituation normal all fouled up SNERTSnot nosed egotistical rude teenager SNRStreaks and Recents
(Snapchat) SOSignificant other SOABSon of a *B* SOLSooner or later SOMLStory Of My Life SOMYSick of me yet? HAWTHave a wonderful day (out-dated, see next in list) HAWTMeaning "sexy" or "attractive" HBHurry back HBHug back HBDHappy birthday HBUHow about you? These parental control applications take the worry out of letting
children use the internet and give peace of mind. WUZMeaning "was" WWJDWhat would Jesus do? WUCIWUGWhat you see is what you get WUFWhere are you from? Mr.3 would be a 3-year old son MRTModified ReTweet (Twitter slang) MRWMy reaction when... AYWAs you were AYWAs you want / As you wish AZNAsian "B" Text Message & Chat
Abbreviations BBack BBe B-DAYBirthday B/CBecause B/FBoyfriend B/GBackground (personal information request) B&Banned B2BBusiness-to-business B2CBusiness-to-consumer B2WBack to work B4Before B4NBye for now B8Bait (person teased or joked with, or under-aged person/teen) B9Boss is watching BABad *a* BAEBefore anyone else
BAEMeaning Babe or baby BAFOBest and final offer BAGBusting a gut BAKBack at keyboard BAMBelow average mentality BAMFBad *a* mother *f* BAOBe aware of BASBig 'butt' smile BASICMeaning anything mainstream BASORBreathing a sigh of relief BAUBusiness as usual BAYBack at ya BBBe back BBBig brother BBBebi / Baby (Spanish SMS)
BBCBig bad challenge BBIABBe back in a bit BBIAFBe back in a few BBIAMBe back in a minute BBIASBe back in a sec BBLBe back later BBNBye, bye now BBQBarbeque, "Ownage", shooting score/frag (online gaming) BBSBe back soon BBTBe back tomorrow BCBecause BCBe cool BCNUBe seeing you BCOBig crush on BCOSBecause BCOYBig crush
on you BDBig deal BDAYBirthday BDNBig darn number BEGBig evil grin BELFMeaning "Blood Elf" (online gaming) BFBoyfriend BFBrain fart BFBest friend BF2Battlefield 2 (online gaming) BFAWBest friend at work BFDBig freaking deal BFFBest friends forever BFFLBest friends for life BFFLNMWBest friends for life, no matter what BFFNBest
friend for now BFGBig freaking grin BFNBye for now BGBig grin BGWMBe gentle with me BHL8Be home late BIBBoss is back BIBOBeer in, beer out BICButt in chair BIFBefore I forget BIHBurn in hell BILBrother in law BIOMeaning "I'm going to the bathroom" (or) "Bathroom break" BIONBelieve it or not BIOYABlow it out your *a* BIOYNBlow it out
your nose BISBest in slot (online gaming) BISFLATMBoy, I sure feel like a turquoise monkey! (unverified) BITMTBut in the meantime BLBelly laugh BLNTBetter luck next time BlokeMeaning Man (Discord) BMBite me BM&YBetween me and you BMEBased on my experience BMSBroke my scale, used when rating someone BNBad news BOBody Odor
BOBBack off *buddy* BOEMeaning "bind on equip" (online gaming) BOGOBuy One Get One (Free) BOHICABend over here it comes again BOLBest of luck BOLOBe on the look out BOM*b* of mine BOOMSBored out of my skull BOPMeaning "bind on pickup" (online gaming) BOPUSBuy Online, Pick Up In Store BOSMKLBending over smacking my
knee laughing BOTBack on topic BOTBe on that BOYFBoyfriend BPLMBig person little mind BRBest regards BRBBe right back BRBBBe right back *b* BRDBored BRHBe right here BRNCBe right back, nature calls BRTBe right there BSFBut seriously folks BSODBlue screen of death BSTSBetter safe than sorry BTBite this BTBetween technologies
BTABut then again BTDTBeen there, done that BTSBehind The Scenes BTWBy the way BTYCLMeaning 'Bootycall' BUBUSlang term for the most beautiful of women BuffMeaning "changed and is now stronger" (online gaming) BUMPBring Up My Post BURNUsed to reference an insult BWLBursting with laughter BYOBBring your own beer BYOCBring
your own computer BYODBring your own device BYOHBat you on (the) head BYOPBring your own paint (paintball) BYTMBetter you than me "C" Text Message & Chat Abbreviations C/PCross post C&GChuckle & grin C2CCustomer to Customer C4NCiao for now CADControl + Alt + Delete CADShort for Canada/Canadian CakedayMeaning Birthday
(Reddit) CAMCamera (SMS) CBCoffee break CBChat break CBCrazy *b* CCCarbon Copy CD9Code 9, Meaning "parents are around" CFSCare for secret? WRUDWhat are you doing? WDYMWhat Do You Mean WDYTWhat do you think? 5. Many of the following abbreviations and emoticons are also frequently used when people send text messages on
their phones. Loading PreviewSorry, preview is currently unavailable. (amateur radio) XYZExamine your zipper "Y" Text Message & Chat Abbreviations YMeaning Yawn Y?Why? SOSMeaning help SOSSon of Sam SOTShort of time SOTMGShort of time, must go SOVShare Of Voice SOWMSomeone with me SPKSpeak (SMS) SPSTSame place, same
time SPTOSpoke to SQSquare SRPSocial Relationship Platform SRSLYSeriously SRYSorry SSSo sorry SSDDSame stuff, different day SSIFSo stupid it's funny SSINFSo stupid it's not funny SSLSecure Sockets Layer ST&DStop texting and drive StanMeaning a die-hard fan of someone (Snapchat) STFUShut the *freak* up STR8Straight STWSearch the
Web SUShut up SUITMSee you in the morning SULSee you later SUPWhat's up? FamilyTime Premium FamilyTime Premium is a dedicated parental control app designed by parents for parents. WUPWhat's up? FEITCTAJ*Freak* 'em if they can't take a joke FFFollow Friday (Twitter slang) FFAFree for all (online gaming) FFSFor *freak'*sakes
FICCLFrankly I couldn't care a less FIF*Freak* I'm funny FIIK*Freaked* if I know FIIOOHForget it, I'm out of here FILFather in law FIMHForever in my heart FinnaMeans "Going to" FinstaA second Instagram account where someone can post things that they're too afraid to post on their main account. Top 10 Text Abbreviations According to search
query data the following text abbreviations are the most requested chat definitions: ROFL means Rolling on floor laughing. SUTHSo use(d) to haters (Facebook) SUXMeanings sucks or "it sucks" SUYFShut up you fool SWAGMeaning free stuff and giveaways from tech tradeshows (definition) SWAGScientific wild *a* guess SWAKSent (or sealed) with a
kiss SWALKSealed (or sealed) with a loving kiss SWATScientific wild *butt* guess SWLScreaming with laughter SWMBOShe who must be obeyed. (Mandarin Chinese txt msgs) 55555Crying your eyes out (Mandarin Chinese txt msgs) 55555Meaning Laughing (In Thai language the number 5 is pronounced 'ha'.) 6YSexy 7KSick, really cool 81Meaning
Hells Angels (H=8th letter of alphabet, A=1st letter of alphabet) 831I love you (8 letters, 3 words, 1 meaning) 86Over, throw out (military/bartending) 88Bye-bye (Mandarin Chinese txt msgs) 88Hugs and kisses (amateur radio) 9Parent is watching (social media) "A" Text Message & Chat Abbreviations A/NAuthor's note A/S/LAge/sex/location
A3Anytime, anywhere, anyplace AAAlcoholics Anonymous AAAs above AAAsk about AAFAs a matter of fact AAFAs a friend AAKAsleep at keyboard AAKAlive and kicking AAMOFAs a matter of fact AAMOIAs a matter of interest AAPAlways a pleasure AARAt any rate AASAlive and smiling AASHTAAs always, Sheldon has the answer (Bike mechanic
Sheldon Brown) AATKAlways at the keyboard AAYFAs always, your friend ABBRMeaning abbreviation ABCAlready been chewed ABDAlready been done ABTAbout ABT2Meaning 'About to' ABTAMeaning Good-bye (signoff) ABUAll bugged up ACAcceptable content ACCAnyone can come ACDALT / CONTROL / DELETE ACDNTAccident (e-mail,
Government) ACEMeaning marijuana cigarette, or 3.5-4 grams of weed ACKAcknowledge ACPTAccept (e-mail, Government) ACQSTNAcquisition (e-mail, Government) ADADAnother day, another dollar ADBBAll done, bye-bye ADDAddress ADDYAddress ADIHAnother day in hell ADIPAnother day in paradise ADMINAdministrator
ADMINRAdministrator (Government) ADNAny day now ADRAddress AEArea effect (online gaming) AEAPAs early as possible AFApril Fools AFAs *Freak* AFAggression factor (online gaming) AFAIAAAs far as I am aware AFAICAs far as I am concerned AFAIKAs far as I know AFAIUIAs far as I understand it AFAPAs far as possible AFCAway from
computer AFFAAngels Forever, Forever Angels AFJApril Fool's joke AFKAway from keyboard AFPOEA fresh pair of eyes AFZAcronym Free Zone AGIMeaning "agility" (online gaming) AHAt home AIAMUAnd I am a money's uncle AIGHTAlright AIRAs I remember AISBAs it should be AISBAs I said before AISIAs I see it AITRAdult in the room AKAAlso
known as ALCONAll concerned ALOLActually laughing out loud AMAAsk me anything (Reddit) AMAPAs much as possible AMBWAll my best wishes AMLAll my love AMOFAs a matter of fact AOAnarchy Online (online gaming) AOCAvailable on cell AOEArea of effect (online game) AOMAge of majority AOMAge of Mythology (online gaming) AOTAAll of
the above AOYPAngel on your pillow APACAll praise and credit APIApplication Programming Interface APPApplication APPAppreciate AQAPAs quick (or quiet) as possible ARCArchive (compressed files) AREAcronym rich environment ARGArgument ASAPAs soon as possible ASIGAnd so it goes ASLAge/sex/location ASLAAge/sex/location/availability
ATAt your terminal ATBAll the best ATEOTDAt the end of the day ATMAt the moment ATSITSAll the stars in the sky ATSLAlong the same line (or lines) AWCAfter awhile crocodile AWESOAwesome AWOLAway without leaving AWOLAbsent without leave AYBABTUAll your base are belong to us (online gaming) AYDYAre you done yet? Bark is priced per
month for an unlimited number of devices and includes a wide range of features to keep children safe in the modern digital world. HTHat Tip (a way to say thanks) HTHHope this helps; Happy to Help HTMLHyper Text Markup Language (coding lingo) HUBHead up butt HUYAHead up your *butt* HVHave HVHHeroic Violet Hold (online gaming)
HWHomework HYFRHell yeah, *Freaking* right! "I" Text Message & Chat Abbreviations I2I too (me too) IA8I already ate IAAAI am an accountant IAADI am a doctor IAALI am a lawyer IACIn any case IAEIn any event IANACI am not a crook IANADI Am Not A Doctor IANALI am not a lawyer IAOI am out (of here) IBI'm back IBI'm back IBInspired By
ICI see ICAMI couldn't agree more ICBWIt could be worse ICEDII can't even discuss it ICFILWUI could fall in love with you ICYMIIn case you missed it (Twitter slang) IDBII don't believe it IDCI don't care IDGAFI don't give a *freak* IDKI don't know IDTSI don't think so IDUNNOI don't know IFYPI feel your pain IGInstagram IG2RI got to run IGHTI
got high tonight IGNI (I've) got nothing IGPI got to (go) pee IHNII have no idea IIIOIntel inside, idiot outside IIRCIf I remember correctly IKI know IKRI know, right? Mobicip Mobicip is a parental control software and internet filter that offers a wide range of features to ensure children are safe online. A link posted to a subreddit that was already
shared on a different subreddit (Reddit) XYLEx-young lady, meaning wife. W/With W/BWelcome back W/BWrite back W/EWhatever W/ENDWeekend W/OWithout W3WWW (Web address) W8Wait WAHWorking at home WAJWhat a jerk WAMWait a minute WAN2Want to? YOLO means You only live once. 1. (Used with photo or gif) MGBMay God bless
MGMTManagement MHOTYMy hat (is) off to you MIRLMe in real life MIRLMeet in real life MISS.(number)Meaning "child and her age". SMH means Shaking my head. DILLIGASDo I look like I give a sugar? AYECAt your earliest convenience AYORAt your own risk AYSAre you serious? Y2KYou're too kind YAYour YAAYet another acronym YABAYet
another bloody acronym YARLYYa, really? SOPStandard Operating Procedure SorGStraight or Gay? ESET Parental Control ESET is a parental control software for monitoring and regulating the activities of a child. DILLIGAFDo I look like I give a *freak*? A free, 7-day trial is offered. It is a standalone Android application that features monitoring
online activity, setting up rules for time spent on the internet, filtering access to websites based on the age of a child, and checking the location of a child’s device. These words are marked with * around the word which has been switched (e.g. freak). Mobicip supports many platforms including iOS, Windows, and Android. Or several? (Used with photo
or gif) MSGMessage MTFMore to follow MTFBWUMay the force be with you MTFBWYMay The Force Be With You (Star Wars movie slang) MUMiss U (you) MUAHMultiple unsuccessful attempts (at/to) humor MUSMMiss you so much MWAHMeaning "kiss" (it is is the sound made when kissing through the air) MYOMind your own (business)
MYOBMind your own business "N" Text Message & Chat Abbreviations n00bNoob, newbie N1Nice one N2MNothing too much NADTNot a darn thing NALOPKTNot a lot of people know that NANANot now, no need NBDNo big deal NBFABNo bad for a beginner (online gaming) NCNice crib (online gaming) NDNice double (online gaming) NEAny
NE1Anyone NERFMeaning "Changed and is now weaker" (online gaming) NFMNone for me / Not for me NFMNot for me NFSNeed for Speed (online gaming) NFSNot for sale NFWNo *freaking* way NFWNot for work NFWSNot for work safe NGLNot gonna (going to) lie NHNice hand (online gaming) NIFOCNaked in front of computer NIGINow I get
it NIMBYNot in my back yard NIROKNot in reach of keyboard NLTNo later than NMNothing much NMNever mind NMNice meld (online gaming) NMHNot much here NMJCNothing much, just chilling NMUNot much, you? Webopedia’s chat abbreviation and online lingo page is frequently updated. DAMDon't annoy me DAoCDark Age of Camelot
(online gaming) DBAUDoing business as usual DBEYRDon't believe everything you read DCDisconnect DDDear (or Darling) daughter DDDue diligence DDGDrop dead gorgeous DEEZ NUTZA phrase used in online chat to annoy or frustrate those involved in the conversation. (as a question) MNCMother nature calls MNSGMensaje (message in
Spanish) MODModerator MODModification (online gaming) MOMBOYMamma's boy MOOMy own opinion MOOSMember of the opposite sex MORFMale or female? WYGAMWhen you get a minute WYHAMWhen you have a minute WYLEIWhen you least expect it WYSIWYGWhat you see is what you get WYWHWish you were here "X" Text Message &
Chat Abbreviations XKiss X-1-10Meaning "Exciting" X!Meaning "a typical woman" XDMeaning "really hard laugh" (where D is a smiley mouth) XDMeaning a "devilish smile" XLNTExcellent XLR8Meaning "faster" or "going faster" XMEExcuse Me XOXOXOHugs & Kisses XPOSTMeaning Cross-post. DIYDo it yourself DKDCDon't know, don't care
DKPDragon kill points (online gaming) DLDownload DLDown low DLDead link DLBBBDon't let (the) bed bugs bite DLTBBBDon't let the bed bugs bite DMDoesn't matter DMDirect message (Twitter slang) DMDo me DMDungeon Master (online gaming) DMNODude Man No Offense DMYDon't mess yourself DNDown DNCDo not compute (meaning I do
not understand) DNRDinner (SMS) DNTDon't DOEDaughter of Eve DORBSMeaning "Adorable" DOTDamage over time (online gaming) DownvoteVoting negatively on a thread using Reddit s voting system (Reddit) DPSDamage per second (online gaming) DQMOTDon't quote me on this DRDidn't read DSDear (or Darling) son DTRDefine the
relationship DTRTDo the right thing DTSDon't think so DTTDDon't touch that dial DUPEDuplicate DURDo you remember? Webopedia may receive a commission for purchases made through these links. Miss.3 would be a 3-year old daughter MKAYMeaning "Mmm, okay" MLMMeaning give the middle finger MLMMulti Level Marketing MMSister
(Mandarin Chinese txt msg) MMKMeaning okay? Pricing is billed per year and offers a 30-day free trial. You can download the paper by clicking the button above. WWJDWhat Would Judd Do? STFU means Shut the *freak* up. It offers supervision across an unlimited number of devices though features such as tracking a child’s location, reporting on
the words, terms, and phrases a child searches for on their device, setting time limits on a device, and instantly locking all of a child’s devices that are online. 3. Bark Bark is a monitoring, filtering, and blocking app and computer program designed to keep children safe across text messaging, YouTube, email, and other social networks. WBWWay Back
Wednesday WCWelcome WCWho cares WCAWho cares anyway WCWWomen Crush Wednesday WDALYICWho died and left you in charge WDYKWhat do you know? Top Parental Control Software Vendors With the rise of online communication, it’s critical for parents to know their child is safe from inappropriate or adult content. Huge List of 1,697
Text and Chat Abbreviations While it does seem incredible that there are thousands of text abbreviations, keep in mind that different chat abbreviations are used by different groups of people. NVM means Never mind.
Get 24⁄7 customer support help when you place a homework help service order with us. We will guide you on how to place your essay help, proofreading and editing your draft – fixing the grammar, spelling, or formatting of your paper easily and cheaply.
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